
   10/11 May 1941 Bf110D Wn.3869          VJ+OQ 

Floors Farm, Bonnyton Moor, Eaglesham, Scotland. 23.12 hrs. 

Aircraft crashed and disintegrated after the pilot had baled out.
Engines: DB 601 N-1, one engine no. 66274 made at Tetlow and the other no. 31406 made at Kassel.
Armament: only three MG17 fitted and no cannon.
Ff: Rudolf Hess, baled out and captured injured. (Pilot initially claimed that his name was Captain 
Alfred Horn).
The pilot when captured by 2510157 Sgt McBride and 2595648 Sgt Morris, was carrying one box of 
Bengal matches, one flash lamp and one autograph.
The pilot of the Messerschmitt Bf 110E-1/N was initially, on landing helped out of his parachute harness 
by David McLean, a local ploughman who took Hess to his home nearby.
Hess had taken off from the Messerschmitt works airfield of Augsburg- Haunstetten, Bavaria, Germany 
at 17.45 hrs (British Time).

  9 May 1941 

Brockenhurst, Hampshire.

A wireless operator’s satchel and a MG15 machine gun were found having been jettisoned or fallen 
from an aircraft. The satchel contained various papers including a wireless operator’s signals order 
dated 8th May 1941 which identified the aircraft’s unit as II/KG54, while other papers mentioned the 
6th Staffel and aircraft A, B, C, J and KP which were to start at four minute intervals from 22.00 hrs. 

  9 May 1941  Ju88A-5 Wn.2232             V4+CP II/KG1

Failed to return from operations to Nottingham. Ff: Uffz Wilhelm Reisch, Bo: Uffz Oskar Kern, 
Bf: Gefr Fritz Aderholt, Bs: Flgr Walter Pichelmeier all lost without trace.

  10 May 1941  Ju88A-5 Wn.6309  II/KG1

Aircraft 20% damaged by fighter action over the Channel.

  9 May 1941  He111H-5 Wn.7045           A1+DP 6/KG53

Failed to return from operations to Sheffield. Ff: Fw Werner Scheer, Bo: Uffz Rupert Lackner, Bf: Ogefr 
Herbert Sohnert, Bm: Ogefr Oskar Schneider, Bs: Gefr Heinz Kurth all lost without trace.

  10 May 1941  He111P-4 Wn.2936  3/KG55

Attacked by a night fighter. Landed in the Channel. Crew rescued by Seenotdienst.

  10 May 1941  He111H-3 Wn.5693  KGr100

Attacked by a night fighter during operations to London and received 25% damage.

   9/10 May 1941  Ju88A-5 Wn.3217         V4+KT 9/KG1

At sea - three miles east of Selsey, Sussex. 00.12 hrs

Failed to return from operations to Brighton.
Ff: Fw Paul Schuckleis +. NKG.
Bo: Obltn Otto Weickhardt +. NKG.
Bf: Fw Heinz Jütte +. CC 1/76.
Bm: Ofw Karl Rogoss +. NKG.
The body of Heinz Jütte was washed ashore at Bognor Regis on 20th July 1941.

MesserschMitt Bf109f
The pilot revealed to Air Intelligence that the only difference that he was aware of between the 
F-1 and F-2 types was the former had a 20 mm cannon and the latter a 15 mm version, in both 
cases the cannon fired through the centre of the spinner. The 15 mm cannon had a much higher 
rate of fire although prone to stoppages; the cannon in his aircraft had jammed just before it 
broke up. The 15 mm cannon was fed by a 200 round disintegrating belt, along with the machine 
guns which carried 4-500 rounds per gun, the cannon or MGs could be fired separately and set to 
converge at 200 yards. No bomb racks were fitted to this particular aircraft or any that were being 
flown by JG53 but they could be easily attached and were fitted to the F which was being flown 
by other units. The bomb load would either be one 250 kg or four 50 kg although most fighter 
pilots preferred the 250 kg bomb as they felt the smaller bomb was not worth carrying. 
The radiator on the Bf109F was much flatter than that of the E and thus much less vunerable 
although at this point in time not armoured.
The variable pitch propeller had been slightly modified for fitting to the F model opposed to the 
E, with the blades being about 5 centimetres shorter and two centimetres thicker in section.
Although the E and F had similar endurance, the ceiling of the F model was over 36,000 feet and 
the maximum speed in a dive was 465 mph. Although this was the limit of the airspeed indicator 
the pilot thought that he could have dived even faster. In level flight the maximum airspeed was 
about 372 mph.

Below: Probably the most 
famous incident in this 
entire series is the one 
that took place on the 
evening of 10 May 1941 
when Rudolf Hess flew 
his Messerschmitt Bf110 
to scotland on a one-way 
journey. Unsurprisingly, 
his aircraft’s wreckage 
was photographed quite 
extensively!
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raid 42.J
At about 22.10 hours on Saturday May 10th 1941, Raid No.42 was being tracked in by R.D.F. to-
wards the coast of Northumberland at 12,000 feet and was first heard by a Coastal Post in No.30 
Observer Group (Durham Centre) at 22.23 hours, seven miles NE of Alnwick.
The track was continued across No.30 Group table. As another R.D.F. plot on Raid No.42 was subse-
quently given over the sea to the NE of the point of entry and in a position where fighter aircraft were 
operating, the track over land was treated as a (Split) raid and changed to 42.J by Durham Centre.
The pilot had evidently lost height rapidly on his inward journey and at about 22.30 hours the aircraft 
was seen by the crew of A.3 Post Chatton, who reported it as an ME.110, flying at 50 feet.
The Controller of the Centre and No.13 (F) Group Headquarters considered the recognition to be 
highly improbable.  At 22.32 hours the aircraft passed into No.31 Observer Group (Galashiels Cen-
tre) where it was continuously tracked until reaching an un-observed area in the Forest of Ettrick at 
22.36 hours. About 22.35 hours two posts F.2. Jedburgh and G.I. Ashkirk in No.31 Observer Group 
had caught a glimpse of the aircraft which was then flying at 5,000 feet and reported it to be a Me 110.
Plotting by “sound” recommenced at 22.45 hours in No.34 Observer Group (Glasgow Centre) but 
some confusion arose due to a Defiant flying in the same area and at about 22.47 hours the track was 
labelled W.1. (which is a Glasgow Centre letter and number for unidentified tracks). The track was 
continued westward until the aircraft was seen by G.3 Post West Kilbride where it was recognised as 
hostile and the track was therefore re-labelled No.42.J. The post crew were unable to give a definite 
identification but reported it as a twin engine, twin rudder aircraft, might be a Do 215.
The aircraft after flying low over the coast turned back towards Glasgow and flew at a height of 
between 4,000 and 5,000 feet.
The aircraft was reported by H.2.Post Eaglesham to have crashed in flames near Bonnyton Moor, a 
few miles to the south-west of Glasgow at 23.09 hours.

Major Graham Donald, Assistant Group Officer, No.34 Group, who was in the Glasgow Centre at the 
time recounted in his report: (on opposite page).

Scottish Area Commandant,
Royal Observer Corps. 11th May 1941.

Sir, I have the honour to report as follows, upon the German aircraft plotted and crashed in 34 Obs.Group about 23.00 hrs on 
Saturday, 10th May.
The first visual plot given in 34 Group was from G.3. (West Kilbride). It was nearly dark and not much detail could be seen. 
I was in Centre at the time and spoke to G.3. They gave it as a twin-engine, twin-rudder, aircraft. Might be a Dornier 215. 
Plane was then low over the Clyde, heading south. Then plotted inland, East and then North, heading for Glasgow. There was 
a Defiant to the south of him, but it did not seem fast enough. I suggested that the E.A. might therefore be a Me.110. One of 
the H Posts thought this likely.
H.2 (Eaglesham) reported E.A. crashed in flames near Bonnyton Moor. As this was only a few miles South, I proceeded rapidly 
by car to the spot. There I was fortunate enough to intercept the pilot, who had baled out. The Home Guard took him to their 
H.Q. where I arranged to meet them later. I made careful  examination of the wreckage, which was spread over about 1 ½ acres. 
The following conclusions were made (open, of course, to confirmation in daylight).
(a) The plane was a “stripped” Me 110.
(b) No guns, bomb-racks, and surprisingly, (at the time), I could find no fixed reconnaissance camera.
(c) The petrol fire was not tremendous. It appeared as if it had not any great quantity of petrol left.
(d) The aircraft, accessories, parachute, etc. were all brand new.
I found the pilot at the H.G. H.Q. surrounded by H.G., Police, and an interpreter. They did not, by then, appear to be making 
headway. He simply stated that he had not been hit, was in no trouble, and had landed deliberately, with a vital secret message 
for the Duke of Hamilton. He hoped he was close to Dungavel House, the Duke’s place. He showed it to me, marked on his 
map. Actually he landed only about 20 or 30 miles from his alleged objective.
I managed to dig up enough German to get a bit more out of him.
He said he had left solo that evening from Munich. I pointed out that even with extra tanks, he could not have got back, after 
starting right in Southern Germany. He agreed and repeated that he was on a special mission and had not intended to get back.
He gave his name as Hauptmann (Captain) Alfred Horn, age 42, and he is, if one may apply the term to a Nazi, quite a gentle-
man. His face was very familiar to me, and we discussed Munich, to which city he belongs, and which I have visited.
I studied his face, while conversing for a few minutes. I then remembered it. I am not expecting to be believed immediately, 
that our prisoner is actually No.3 in the Nazi hierarchy. He may be one of his “professional doubles”. Personally I think not. 
The name may be Alfred Horn, but the face is the face of Rudolf Hess.
I have no doubt that our intelligence people will check up carefully on his story, or mission, and it is to be hoped that the Duke 
of Hamilton will manage to have a talk with him, as he claims to be personally acquainted with the Duke.
I found him very interesting and quite pleasant fellow, not in the least of the “tough” young Nazi type, but definitely an officer 
who may well be a very important man in higher Nazi circles.
I trust that this brief report may be of interest, even as a purely Royal Observer Corps matter. I feel that it should be on record 
that this plane was well tracked and plotted, visually identified after dusk, place of crash immediately plotted, and (I hope) the 
pilot identified, all by 34 Group of the R.O.C.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant
Graham Donald, Major. A.O.G.O. 34 Obs. Group.

Below and inset:  the 
factory codes of VJ+OQ 
are clearly visible in 
these views of hess’s 
Bf110 fuselage.

right: a wider view 
showing that the 
wreckage has been 
piled up to await 
transportation.
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   10/11 May 1941 He111P-2 Wn.1389           1G+GR 7/KG27

At sea - six miles south of Newhaven, East Sussex. 02.05 hrs.

Three bodies were washed ashore at Newhaven, one mile away from a partly inflated dinghy. There was 
no sign of wreckage but an aircraft had been seen to crash into the sea.
ID: 62692, 62681, 62501, AW: light blue, Lechfeld, 1/2/40, dark blue, Langenhagen, 15/3/40 & dark 
blue, Schleissheim, 1/2/40, FP: -.
Ff: Hptm Wolfgang Langner 62681/2 +. CC 4/28.
Bo: Uffz Erwin Ortmann 62501/113 +. CC 4/50.
Bf: Ofw Heinz Krause 62692/32 +. CC 4/51.
Bm: Uffz Karl Beirsack +. NKG.

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record that this aircraft was carrying out operations 
against London.
The unit was assumed from the ID discs, one being for 7/KG27 and the other II/KG27.

   10/11 May 1941 He111P-2 Wn.1522            1G+IS 8/KG27

Great Withybush, Cranleigh, Surrey. 03.00 hrs. 

Target was to attack industrial plants on the banks of the River Thames, near London. While flying at 
15,000 ft en-route to the target the wireless operator saw a night fighter approaching and opened fire 
when the fighter closed to within 100 yards, before he was wounded in the arm. The pilot put the aircraft 
into a steep dive and the wireless operator was thrown out through the roof and landed by parachute. 
The aircraft dived into the ground and the bomb load exploded ten minutes later, scattering wreckage 
over a wide area. The explosion formed a crater thirty feet wide and eighteen feet deep.
Markings: airframe made by Norddeutsche Dornierwerke in January 1939; acceptance date was May 1939.
Engines: DB 601.
Armament: a few pieces of MG15 found. Seven 250 kg bombs carried.
ID: 62693, AW: dark blue, Langenhagen, 15/3/40, FP: -.
Ff: Uffz Johann Maihöfer 62693/125 +. CC 9/12.
Bo: Uffz Josef Herrmann EKI 62693/127 +. CC 9/12.
Bf: Uffz Helmut Schäfer EKI wounded.
Bm: Uffz Bruno Bärwald EKI 62693/50 +. CC 9/12.

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record the aircraft werke nummer as 2657.
The crew had only formed up fourteen days previously, although the wireless operator had served for 
three and a half years in the German Air Force and spent fifteen months with KG27.

   10/11 May 1941 He111H-5 Wn.3534            1T+HH 1/KG28

Beehive Lane, Galleywood, Chelmsford, Essex. 00.32 hrs. 

Started from Lille at 23.36 hrs having arrived there at 15.30 hrs the same afternoon, to attack Battersea 
Power Station. Before reaching the target this aircraft was attacked by a fighter at 10,000 ft the port 
engine catching fire.  The crew baled out before the aircraft broke up in the air, scattering wreckage 
over a wide area.
Markings: On the starboard side the H had been in white but was blacked out and on the port side the 
white H had also been blacked out but replaced with a black H.
Engines: Jumo 211.
Armament: four MG15 found. Two BM 1,000 kg bombs carried; one being found unexploded in the 
wreckage.
Equipment: this aircraft had been fitted with an assisted take off hook fitted under the cockpit and 
strutted back to the main spar.
ID: 62729, 62728 & 53578, AW: grey, A4/XVII, 1 April 1941 & 26 April 1941, grey, Oldenburg, 
27/9/40 & grey, Hamburg, FPN.37695, 1/5/40, FP: L 31777 Paris.
Ff: Ltn Otto Krüger.
Bo: Karl Schrey 53578/708.
Bf: Gefr Andreas Lindermayer.
Bm: Uffz Otto Gauernack 53578/114 wounded.

It was evident from a diary that this crew was fairly experienced having completed forty-two War 
Flights and over the previous four nights had carried out operations against London twice and Barrow 
twice on all occasions carrying two BM 1,000 kg mines.

above: this VJ+O? coded Bf110 is thought by some to be VJ+OQ.
Below: the wreckage of VJ+OQ now in a scottish railway siding awaiting 
transportation.
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   10/11 May 1941 He111H-5 Wn.4002           A1+CL 3/KG53

Gore Farm, Upchurch, Kent. 00.22 hrs. 

Started from Vitry-en-Artois at 22.30 hrs to attack the Victoria Docks, London. While flying at 15,000 ft 
en-route to the target the wireless operator spotted a night fighter which attacked from below, setting the 
port engine alight. The bombs were jettisoned and the pilot dived the aircraft to try and put the fire out 
and escape. At 1500 ft the pilot gave the order to bale out and did so before the aircraft hit the ground at 
high speed and disintegrated. The other three crew baled out but either their parachutes were entangled 
in the aircraft or baled out too low. One of the crew was found at Sheerness.
Markings: C in yellow and L in black, outlined in white. The airframe was made by Ernst Heinkel F.W.; 
acceptance date February 1941.
Engines: buried.
Armament: four MG15 found, along with a 20 mm cannon which was mounted in the ventral position, 
firing forward and an MG17 mounted in the extreme tail. Two 250 kg bombs and eight canisters of 
incendiaries carried.
ID: 69040 & 53577, AW: -, FP: 02574.
Ff: Ltn Walter von Siber 53577/559.
Bo: Fw Josef Fischer.
Bf: Uffz Adolf Schurff 53576/249 +. CC 5/14.
Bm: Ofw Helmut Meister 69040/57 +. CC 5/13.
Bs: Fw Edmund Wylezol 55510/68 +. CC 5/15.

The two survivors were deemed to have low morale and were rather tired of the war.

   10/11 May 1941 He111  A1+BL 3/KG53

At sea - Thames Estuary. 02.00 hrs.

Started at 23.30 hrs from Vitry-en-Artois to attack London. While the aircraft was approaching London 
up the Thames Estuary there was “a hell of a crack” and the pilot gave the order to bale out. The gunner 
followed orders and landed in the sea, spending three hours in the water before being picked up by a 
lighter and taken to Sheerness. The fate of the aircraft and the rest of the crew was not known but may 
well have got home.
ID: 69042, AW: grey, E.Hafen Kdtr.11/XI, 27 April 1941, FP: 02574.
Ff: Ltn Weiland Fuchs fate unknown.
Bo: Uffz Letow fate unknown.
Bf: Ufz Schmidt fate unknown.
Bm: Uffz Wolm fate unknown.
Bs: Uffz Richard Hüter injured.

The gunner’s ID disc was for 7/KG53.

   10/11 May 1941 He111H-5 Wn.3976          A1+JN 5/KG53

Kennington, one mile north of Ashford, Kent. 00.45 hrs. 

Started from Lille-Vendeville at 22.30 hrs along with all available aircraft from II/KG53 to attack the 
London Docks. Making landfall at Dover at 14,000 ft they followed the course of the Thames to their 
objective which they bombed on their first run, the high explosive bomb being dropped first. On the 
return journey they were attacked from behind by a single engined night fighter which made six attacks 
in all. The port engine was disabled and the starboard damaged, so the pilot dived down to 150 ft to try 
and escape but finally made a belly landing. It was noted that although the night fighter attacked from 
the rear it never occurred to the crew to make use of the fixed machine gun in the tail.
Markings: JN in black with white edges. Aircraft marked nr.3976, made by Ernst Heinkel, Rostock, 
dated 27 February 1941.
Engines: Jumo 211 H-1, starboard nr. MZK 211/H1-238, made by Motorenbau Zeigwerke Kochen/
Anhalt, port motor nr. MZK.211H-1/667 made by Motorenbau Zeigwerk, Magdeburg.
Armament: one MG17 in the tail, five MG15; one dorsal, one front, two lateral, one lower rear gunner. 
Position prepared for the fitting of a 20 mm cannon but none fitted. Sixty MG15 ammunition drums 
found. Part of a PVC 1006 bomb rack found; the 250 kg starboard internal racks fitted with incendiary 
bombs. Fuel tank fitted on starboard side of internal bomb bay. One 1,000 kg bomb and four containers 

the wreckage of heinkel 111 1t+hh was scattered over a 
wide area, consistent with the aircraft breaking up in mid-air.  
the photo on the left probably shows the silk from the 1000kg 
parachute mine that was found in the wreckage.
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of incendiary bombs carried.
Equipment: Lotfe 7c bombsight and FuG.10 wireless.
ID: 67475, 69037, 53578 & 65116, AW: blue, Fl.H.Kdtr.E.62/XI, 20/11/40 & 28/11/40, white, 
Vendeville, 25 March 1941 & grey, Wambrecnies, 25/10/40, FP: L 06460.
Ff: Fw Richard Furthmann badly wounded.
Bo: Hptm Albert Hufenreuter broken leg.
Bf: Uffz Karl Gerhardt 53578/399 wounded.
Bm: Gefr Josef Berzbach 53578/427 wounded.
Bs: Gefr Eggert Weber wounded.

The observer, who had only recently been promoted, had been previously shot down over Holland on 
10th May 1940 and taken prisoner. On being released in July 1940 he was posted to the R.L.M. and only 
returned to KG53 in February 1941.
It was noted by Air Intelligence that the morale of the crew was not very good, which was consistent 
with other members of KG53 who had recently been captured.

above: the residents of Kennington near ashford awoke to an 
unexpected visitor on the morning of 11 May 1941.  a big fat heinkel had 
made a remarkable forced landing in the darkness on the edge of the 
village.  a1+JN was making its way back to france after bombing London 
when it was attacked by a night-fighter.
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   10/11 May 1941 He111H-8 Wn.3971              G1+EM 9/KG55

Fulford Hall, Shirley, Birmingham. 00.35 hrs.

During operations to Birmingham, aircraft was attacked by a night fighter but also hit by light AA fire. 
.303 strikes traced to the fuselage, tail fin and engine nacelles from upper rear direction, along with .303 
strikes from below by ground based Lewis gun. Aircraft crashed in flames, disintegrated on hitting the 
ground and burnt out.
Markings: M in yellow. Spinners also yellow. Underside of the aircraft painted lamp black, swastikas 
and letters obliterated. Upper surface daubed with lamp black in zigzag lines which obliterated surface 
markings. Plate with werke nr. 3971, dated 19 January 1941 by Ernest Heinkel, Rostock, another plate 
with Land und See, Kiel and another E.H.M. Werke nr.3971.
Engines: Jumo 211 H-1; the number of one engine being 211H-1 MZK.127, the other engine 211H-1, 
MZM.657 made by Junkers, Mersberg.
Armament: six MG15, one MG17 from the tail and one 20 mm free mounted cannon found. Four 250 
kg and one 1,000 kg bombs carried, which exploded in the vicinity of the crash. Piece of 5 mm armour 
was found to have been penetrated by a 20 mm cannon shell.
The leading edge of the wings was protected by a balloon cable deflector rail which stretched from 
wingtip to wingtip but no cable cutting device fitted.
ID: 58246, AW: brown, F.H.Kdtr.(F) 12/XII & white, Feldkommandantur, 18 February 1941, FP: -.
Ff: Obltn Johannes Speck von Sternberg 58246/388 +. CC 3/80. Staffelkapitän.
Bo: Fw Fritz Muhn 58246/405 +. CC 3/81.
Bf: Gefr Rudolf Budde 58246/546 baled out wounded and badly burnt.
Bm: Fw Siegfried Rühle 58246/333 +. CC 3/82.

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record the aircraft code as G1+MT.

The ID discs of the crew indicated Gruppe III and Oberleutnant J Speck was the Staffelkapitän of 9/
KG55. The aircraft code lettering had apparently been recently changed to G1+EM and the compass 
card which was dated 29th April 1941 also had this lettering, so it was assumed by Air Intelligence that 
the aircraft and its crew had transferred to 4/KG55. The Bordfunker could not be interrogated owing 
to his injuries.

Misleading radio beacons: The crew revealed that they often used German Radio Broadcasting 
Stations to obtain fixes as they were particularly reliable, although British Stations were never used 
due to the unreliability of obtaining fixes from these. The crew did reveal that they were once fooled 
by a beacon working in Norfolk but transmitting on a German frequency as they had taken a fix on it 
and were just coming into land when they realised that they were still over England and only just got 
away safely.

More views of a1+JN 
at Kennington as the 
recovery process gets 
underway.  the outlined 
JN codes can be seen in 
the bottom two photos. 

Below: the zigzag lines 
daubed in black paint 
as described in the 
intelligence report are 
clearly visible in this view 
of heinkel 111 G1+eM 
at fulford hall near 
Birmingham.
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The pilot was found to have a diary on him detailing six months of operations. At the time of being shot 
down the pilot had completed one hundred War Flights which had begun during the French Campaign. 
The details of his last flights are given below:

11/3/41 G1+BT Target Portsmouth. BL 2x 250 & 8 container IB. Searchlights, AA, balloons & 
 big fires.
 Le Bourget 00.39 – 03.15 hrs
 G1+BT Target Birmingham. Height 3,300 metres. BL 5x 250, 8 container IB. AA & searchlights.
12/3/41 G1+BT Target Birkenhead. Height 3,700 metres. BL 5x 250 & 8 container IB. Searchlights 
 & AA.
13/3/41 G1+BT Target Birkenhead. Height 2,800 metres. 5x 250 & 8 container IB. Start Le Bourget. 
 One engine flight from French coast on account of oil leak.
15/3/41 G1+FT Target London, alternative Southampton. Height 5,200 metres. BL 5x 250 & 
 8 container IB.
17/3/41 G1+FT Target Avonmouth. Height 2,800 metres. BL 5x 250 & 12 container IB.
19/3/41 G1+FT 00.34 – 04.20 hrs Target Hull. Height 2,700 metres. BL 5x 250 & 8 container IB.
 G1+BT 21.24 – 23.50 hrs Target London. Height 5,400 metres. BL 6x 250 & 8 
 container IB.
20/3/41 G1+BT Target Portsmouth. Height 3,600 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB.
21/3/41 G1+BT Target Portsmouth. Height 3,500 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB.
 Bombs dropped by Knickebein.
6/4/41 G1+BT Target cargo steamer 10 km South of Portland. Height 500 metres. BL 4x 250 &  
 16x 50. Results not observed.
8/4/41 G1+BT Target Liverpool. Height 2,500 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB.
9/4/41 G1+BT Target Coventry. Height 3,700 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 &  16 container IB.
10/4/41 G1+BT Target Birmingham. Height 3,500 metres. BL 1x long delay fuse, 1x 250, 8x 50 &
  16 container IB.
11/4/41 G1+BT 00.50 – 04.18 hrs Target Birmingham. Height 3,000 metres. BL 1x long delay  
 fuse, 1x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB.
12/4/41 G1+BT Target Bristol. Height 3,000 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB. Ground 
 visibility. Sea rescue report crew of 8th Staffel down 10 km North of Cherbourg.
14/441 G1+BT 21.41 – 00.43 hrs Target Boscombe Down. Height 2,000 metres. BL 3x 250,   
16x 50 & 4 container IB.
15/4/41 G1+BT 15.20 – 16.00 hrs Villacoublay – Caen.
 G1+BT 21.44 – 03.42 hrs Target Belfast. Height 2,000 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16
  container IB.
16/4/41 Caen – Villacoublay.
17/4/41 G1+BT Target London. Height 4,000 metres. BL 2x 250, 8x 50 & 16 container IB. Attacked 
 Brighton on account of damaged engine. Valve in port engine broken. Starboard engine
  throttle rod broken. Perfect one engine landing.
19/4/41 G1+KT Target London. Height 4,500 metres. Two night fighters. BL 4x 250 & 
 16 container IB.
20/4/41 G1+KT 01.19 – 03.20 hrs Target London. Height 2,800 metres. BL 4x 250 & 16 
 container IB.
 G1+KT 04.02 – 06.15 hrs Target London. Height 2,800 metres. BL 4x 250 & 16 
 container IB.
21/4/41 G1+KT Target Plymouth. Height 3,300 metres. BL 1x long delay fuse, 1x 250, 8x 50 & 
 16 container IB.
23/4/41 G1+KT Target Plymouth. Height 3,500 metres. BL 1x long delay fuse, 1x 250, 16x 50 & 
 8 container IB.
28/4/41 G1+BT Target Plymouth. Height 4,000 metres. BL 4x 250, 8x 50 & 8 container IB.
3/5/41 G1+BT Target Liverpool. Height 3,700 metres. Ground visibility. BL 2x 250, 16x 50 & 
 8 container IB.
4 /5/41 G1+BT Target Belfast. Height 3,400 metres. Ground visibility. BL 2x 250, 16x 50 & 
 8 container IB.
5/5/41 G1+BT Target Liverpool. Height 3,800 metres. Old fires still burning. BL 2x 250, 16x 50 &
 8 container IB.
6/5/41 G1+BT Target Liverpool. Height 3,400 metres. BL 3x 250, 12x 50 & 8 container IB.
7/5/41 G1+BT Target Liverpool. Height 2,800 metres. BL 4x 250, 8x 50 & 9 container IB.
8/5/41 G1+BT Target Hull. Height 3,400 metres. Good visibility. BL 5x 250 & 12x 50.
11/5/41 G1+BT 01.45 hrs. Target Thames Estuary. Height 5,000 metres. BL 5x 250, 8x 50 & 9 
container of IB.

   10/11 May 1941 He111P-2 Wn.1619             G1+BT 9/KG55

Swifts Field, Station Road, Withyham, Sussex. 03.20 hrs. 

Started from Villacoublay at 01.45 hrs to attack the docks in the ‘U’ of the Thames. The crew flew 
direct from Villacoublay to London at about 16,000 ft and released their bomb load on the target. On 
the return journey the flight engineer saw a night fighter and the pilot took evasive action by diving 
and banking but the night fighter came up from below and delivered an attack which wounded the 
pilot. The bordmechaniker and beobachter both spotted the night fighter and each fired a short burst at 
it before it was lost from sight. The pilot and the observer then baled out, the pilot subsequently died 
of his wounds. The aircraft dived into the ground and was buried in a crater covered by a pool of oil.
Markings: aircraft was constructed by Norddeutscher Dornier Werke, werke nr. 1619 on 5/39.
Armament: three MG15 found. Five 250 kg, eight 50 kg bombs and nine canisters of incendiaries carried.
ID: 58246, AW: blue, F.P.No.L33506,12 January 1941 & brown, Fl.H.Kdtr.(F) 12/XII, FP: 58246.
Ff: Stfw Adolf Schied 58246/334 EKI +. 
CC 1/141.
Bo: Ltn Martin Reisner 58246/513.
Bf: Ofw Leodgar Schuderer 54246/337 +. 
CC 9/43.
Bm: Ofw Lorenz Huber 58246/315 +. 
CC 9/43.

The observer, aged forty-two, had been with the 
German Fleet Air Arm in the First World War, 
although in civilian life he had been a brewer at 
Garmisch-Partenkirchen. He was assessed by Air 
Intelligence to be a ‘Good type, a reasonable man 
who remembers the last war’.

above: another view 
of heinkel 111 G1+eM 
at fulford hall near 
Birmingham.

Below: the remains of 
another KG55 he111, 
this time at Withyham in 
sussex.
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  11 May 1941 Bf109F-1B  Wn.5691           << + - 2/JG51

Rochford aerodrome, Southend on Sea, Essex. 21.30 hrs .

Sixteen Bf109s, each carrying a 250 kg bomb approached Rochford aerodrome along the River Crouch 
at 12,000 ft and carried out a diving attack on the aerodrome. This aircraft was shot down by light AA 
aerodrome defences, at about 300 ft, dived into a building and disintegrated. 
Markings: << - in black, outlined in white. Spinner and engine cowling in orange.
Engine: DB 601 N.
Armament: one MG17 found and a 15 mm, engine mounted cannon which fired down the airscrew shaft 
One 250 kg bomb carried. A new type of armour protecting the pilot was found which was fitted in front 
of the fuel tank and protected the pilot’s back.
The tail wheel was a retractable type.
ID: B.65152, AW: -, FP: L 00485 Brussels.
Ff: Uffz Alfred Ludewig 65152/19 +. CC 1/118.

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record the aircraft markings as + schwarze 3.

  11 May 1941  Ju88A-5 Wn.0445              F6+LL 3(F)/122

Failed to return from operations to London. Ff: Fw Kurt Iller, Bo: Ltn Werner Griese and Bm: Uffz Karl 
Schicht all lost without trace. Bf: Uffz Egmont Oberdorf killed.

  11/12 May 1941 Ju88A-5 Wn.7170              V4+EM 4/KG1

Rectory Farm, Scoulton, Norfolk. 01.00 hrs. 

Started from Rosières en Santerre and made landfall just north of Orford Ness. This aircraft dropped 
fourteen bombs on a nearby aerodrome before flying over Watton aerodrome 100 ft and being engaged 
by ground defences, including Lewis Gun fire before crashing in flames after a long glide.
Markings: The port side had a large V EM and no cross, while the starboard side read + EM. There was 
also a small EM painted on each side of the back end of the fuselage. The lettering had recently been 
altered from V4+EU. “II KG(Hindenburg) 1” was chalked on the rudder. Small plates from components 
showed Norddeutsche Dornier Werke and Junkers, Dessau, but no dates.
Engines: Jumo 211, starboard no. MMW 211 1/288 and port no. MZK 211/112.
Armament: five MG15 found.
ID: 53543 & 53578, AW: white, Münster & white, Köln, 13/8/40, FP: L 19828 & L 33736.
Ff: Ltn Franz Bäumel EKII 53578/12 +. CC 5/425.
Bo: Ofw Herbert Austerfeldt EKII 53543/58 +. CC 5/424.
Bf: Uffz Hans Simon EKII 53578/8A +. CC 5/426.
Bm: Uffz Max König EKII wounded.   
The bordmechaniker was too badly injured to be interrogated. The place of start was ascertained from 
a map with a track drawn from Rosières en Santerre to landfall just north of Orford leading to Watton. 
There was another track drawn from Bedford to Wisbech with circles drawn round Ipswich and Norwich. 

The Luftwaffe Quartermaster General’s daily returns record the aircraft code as V4+EM, with the target 
being Sutton Bridge.

  11 May 1941  He111H-3 Wn.5603             1G+MP II/KG27

Aircraft damaged by a night fighter during operations to London. Bf: Ogefr Josef Heider and Bs: Gefr 
Matthias Schillinger wounded.

  11/12 May 1941 He111H-5 Wn.3909             V4+IH 7/KG40

At sea - Bristol Channel off Lundy Island. 00.30 hrs.

Started from Lanveoc-Poulmic at 21.00 hrs on a shipping reconnaissance on their first and last flight 
with KG40. The crew first sighted a convoy off the mouth of the Bristol Channel but lost sight of it 
before they could attack. They then sighted a lone ship off Lundy Island which they decided to attack 
from 150 ft but only at the last moment did the flight engineer warn the pilot that it was a destroyer and 
on the run in for the attack they were hit by the ship’s AA fire, the starboard engine caught fire and the 
bomb release mechanism jammed. About five minutes later the pilot was forced to land on the water, the 
crew got into their dinghy and drifted for about six hours before being picked up by another destroyer.
Armament: one 500 kg and a number of 250 kg bombs carried.
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